GEORGE WHITE SCHOOL

1987
You have now completed your elementary school education, and shortly will be moving on to high school.

You have all demonstrated that you are well prepared to meet this challenge, and I only ask that you embark on this goal with the same enthusiasm and diligence you have shown at George G. White School.

Approach this new experience with that same enthusiasm, and don't let the possibility of failure deter you. It is far better to have tried and failed than never to have tried at all.

Best wishes for the future,

Michael G. Gardullo
Superintendent of Schools
The time you have been at the George G. White School has been short. However, you have pursued your academic goals and broadened your understanding of yourself.

As you begin your high school experiences, remember what you have learned from your teachers, parents and friends in the past two years. Take from these experiences those things which will help you succeed to the best of your ability in high school. Remember, you as a person must be content with decisions you will make and must accept their outcomes. Most important, be a "full" person, develop and understand what you as an individual will need to achieve your aims and goals.

Best wishes,
Charles P. Maietta
Vice-Principal
We proudly dedicate this year's "Memories" to MRS. ROBINSON. Mrs. Robinson is a great teacher of English. She is co-director of the school play, co-ordinating teacher, and the organizer of the graduation party.

Mrs. Robinson has been an asset to the George G. White School for the ten years she has been here.
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Favorites

MICHAEL IVANCICH and SHARON KOHAN are the most athletic.

KEVIN CALABRO and MEREDITH LEVY are the best looking of the class.
CRAIG DE BARI and MARY PICIOCCHI are the best artists.

BILLY LANDESMAN and MELANIE SASSON can be found practicing as most musical.

Most likely to succeed are BRIAN UTTER and GARGI BANERJEE.

MATT LEVIN and JILL SOBOCINSKI are the best all-round.

JOE BISCHER and ELLEN GLEESON certainly have the best personalities.

Who but JAY GOODMAN and MICHELE HAMLIN would be the most out-going?
DANNY STEIN and ALLISON WEISS are the ones with the nicest eyes.

BRIAN WEINBERGER and BECKY GUTIERREZ can be seen with big smiles.

The biggest flirts in G.W. are MICHAEL GALLUCCI and MICHELE JEFFAS.

The most creatively dressed are surely BILLY PELKEY and ALISON BERLIN.

When you see school spirit you see JEREMY BROWN and LAUREN UNGER.

Do you hear JOEY BUCELLATO and AMY VARASTEH talking?
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Sharon Kohan
Michele Hamlin
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Tara Fox
Ellen Gleeson
Bridget Clarkson
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Student Council

PRESIDENT: Michael Ivancich
VICE-PRESIDENT: Marc Wittekind
TREASURER: Kara Brown
SECRETARY: Ryan Sher
Newspaper Staff

Yearbook Staff
ONCE UPON A MATTRESS
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STACEY PADVA
CAROLINE BISI
BRIAN UTTER
STEVE BLINN
JEREMY BROWN
DIANA RITSCHER
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AMY ADRIAN
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CHRISTINE DUNN
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KAREN MOORE

GIA CIVITELLO
ANNE BURKE
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Olympics of the Mind

Amy Adrion  Soomie Han  Marc Hachadourian
Scott Ettl  Carla Niutta  Mary Piciocchi
Michael Forziati  Wendy Stewart  Daniel Rochford
Alison Stubbs  Gargi Banerjee  Melanie Sasson
Cecily Smith  Kara Brown
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Meredith, What happened to the geese? Aly B
Marc (bubba) I'm not that short! Court (sumo)
Julie - B.F.F. Those little things count Court
Allison - P.V. baby! Court Fuzzy & Jeffrey - you still have to call, Love Jill
Mike G. What happened to that hair? Allison Jill, Good luck at PH
Court - Try not to run into anymore rocks, Allison
Alison, Poof uhh!? Not again Court Erik, Hey, Moonshine. Sharon
Ellen, B.F.F. Ellen Allan Court
Jill, Good luck. I'll miss ya dude. Court
Sloppy, thanks for everything love, Burlap
Courtney, Is it still Spray & Wash? Love Ali
Joey- Do you know what pr stine means? Love Aly
Julie & Alison, Pretty sprinkles. Court
Kara, P.J. Finnegans. Court
Merry- "Don't peer pressure me" Love Aly B.
Michele- "Punky Power" Love Alison
Mike G. We are the police, we have you surrounded. Al & Julie
Matt Watch the bush Love Aly B. and Court
Keri, Remember this "Will be together" Liz
From Rob to Keith Yes! Yes! Yes!
From Keith to Rob No! No! No!
Dece- Always and forever a monkey junkee; Believe! Donni
Dece- Oh What can it mean to a Daydream believer? Donni
Hema & Cecily, Remember the year of the Salamander! Donni
Cecily- Save me a seat next year! Donna
Julie- So you wanna talk? B.F.F. Love ya Ellen
Courtney- B.F.F. Love ya Ellen
Jill- I'll miss ya Love ya Ellen
Kara, Amy, Julie, TENNIS! Love Ellen
Congratulations and good luck, Jeremy! Love you-family
Taylor- Happy New Year Love, Brett
Jill- Stay in touch - B.F.F. Love Amy
Andi- How is Scott? Love the Ballerina Michelle H. Practice that can tossing. Sharon
Lisa- You just do that! Love the Ballerina
Julie- What flavor gum! Love Andi
Lisa- How are the Jay's and the B's? Love Andi
JF and LL- How's the nose? Love Andi
Ellen, So you wanna talk? Love Julie B.F.E. & E
Alison, What color sprinkles? Love Julie
C.E. You're right, every little thing counts, B.F.F. J.B
Jill, I'll miss you Good luck at Hills. Love Julie
Kara, How's your backhand? Julie
Amy, See ya at P.V. B.F.F. Julie Jen- Shock and left?! B.F.F. Amy
Alison, We're going to Japan. Love Lisa
Gina, I'm calling for you. Good luck, Love Lisa
Andi, He wants to be friends, Love Lisa Julie C. What's up? See ya at Sheldon, What happened to Big Mac? Aly B. PV Love Sharon
Joey, Life's just a bowl of cherries, Right? Aly
Julie, Freddy's coming to get you, Alison B. Amy V. Please keep in touch. Jill
JBish- CD-MO-BK- MJ AW-GF-KC-AV-JP. See ya at Valley Alison B
M.P. Stand by me. It's only the beginning. I love you! B.F.F. Amy
Dev Q & Taylor- See ya when the boys hit Jersey! F.F. Brett
Bill Don't forget my St. Joe's jacket! I love you- F.F. Amy
Kara and Ellen- I love you B.F.F. Jill
Mike I. Always have, Always will. Love Jill
Julie- Eagle Buddies rule, miss ya. Love Jill
Mary & Mel- I'm stuck with you. Love Jill
Court - Don't worry It's bad for your complex ion. Love Jill

**Messages And Boosters**